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Instructions to Contributsos: 
Contributions, which should be in English, may be submitted to any of the editors. 
No page charge is made. 40 reprints of each contribution are available free of charge. 
Additional reprints can be ordered. 
The manuscript should be prepared fur publicaticn in accordance with the instruc- 
tions @en below: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The manuscript must be typed on one aide of the paper in double spacing with 
wide margins. A readable duphcate copy should aho be submitted. 
AU mathematical symbols which are not typewritten should be listed on a separate 
sheet. 
Footnotes, which should be kept to a minimum and should be brief, must be 
numbered consecutively and typed on a separate sheet in the same form-as the 
main text. 
References should be listed alphabetically, preferably in the same way as the 
folh.?wing examples: 
&W rp b~k: H. Boemer, Representations of Groups, 2nd rev. ed. (North-Holland, 
Amsterdam, 1970). 
Fur4 JM~F in CZ~OWUI~: D.B.A. Epstein, Functors between tensored categories, 
Invent. Math. 1 (!966) 221-228. 
I’Gw Q csntriburi~rt IO 0 c~~~fribsrte~ )poIume: K. Krohn, J. Rhodes and B. Tilson, 
Lectures on finite semigroups, Chapters I, 5-9 (Chapter 6 with MA. Arbib), in: 
MA. Arbib, cd., The Algebraic Theory of Machines, Lanpages and Semi,groups 
(Academic Press, New York, 1968). 
Form unplablished ~~JFW: I). Allen, Relations between the Dwal and @obal struc- 
ture of finite semigroups, Ph.D.Thesis, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. ( 1968). 
Fort hcraming papers : 
H.J. MUNKHOLM, The Eiienberg-Moore spectral sequence and 
strongly homotopy multiplicative maps 
MR. GABEL, A.V. GERAMITA, Stable range for matrices 
M.A. RIEFFEL, Mordta equivalence for Cf-algebras and 
w* -alge bt as 
